




you simply have not seen a bedroom 

slide until you've seen the "MASTER SUITE" 

bedroom slide that Rexhall has designed 

(pictured below). Don't settle for a bedroom 

that makes you feel like you're sleeping with 

your head inside a tunnel. Rexhall has 

developed a bedroom slide concept that 

incorporates not only the bed, but the full 

length mirrored wardrobe as well. The 

bedroom includes a convenient vanity along 

the wall at the foot of the bed, with flip up 

mirror and storage tray. The result is nothing 

short of astonishing! Conventional bedrooms 

are uniquely functional too! Forward facing 

RV King or Queen size walk around island 

beds highlight a spacious and comfortable 

experience. So, Master Suite or 

Conventional, we've got you covered. 

hether you've selected a floorplan that provides 

our traditional bathroom, providing a seamless 

one-piece shower, with toilet and sink together for 

the most in privacy, or the walk through, split bath 

design like found in the XL33SOL, your individual 

needs have been addressed. The traditional style 

provides double doors that open to close off the 

hallway while maintaining access to your wardrobe. 
The split bath design includes a "garden style" 
tub/shower and spaciousness not normally found in 

RV bathrooms. All bathrooms include a gold trimmed 

glass shower enclosure, large porcelain sink, medicine 

cabinet and elegant lighting fixtures. Complete and 

functional designs that will "pass your test". 
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Exterior storage is another area where 
Aerbus 102"widebody gets an "A"_ Compare 
similar size motorhomes and you'll find that 
in most cases the Aerbus provides more 
exterior storage space than our competition. 
Plenty of room for skis, ice chests, golf clubs, 
deck chairs, or just about anything else you 

can think of to bring along. It's not just space 
but convenience too. Our slide-out units 
actually have storage compartments that 
move out with the slide room so your access, 
even when the room is extended, is not 
impeded. Making life easier is what Aerbus 
is all about! 
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*Model pictured XL2900 FB 
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